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The industries play a 
major role in the 
energy transition

Situation

52% of CO2 emissions orgin from district heating, 
industrial processes and electricity plants by burning fossil 
fuels to create energy to produce products and utilities1.

These industries have  only two alternatives to decarbonize:

1

2

Burning hydrogen

Electrification

1: CBS (2020): Netherlands: industry 51,3 MT/year; electricity 32,1 MT/year; district heating 1,3 
MT/year; Total: 164,4 MT/year   Page 1



Industries want to 
change but can’t

Problem

Hydrogen and electrcity cann’t be used in: 

80% of cases in 20301

60% of cases in 20501

As result of: 

1

2

Insufficient or absent grid connection;

Technical or regulatory standards are not met; 

1: Based on data of Euroheat (2019) : https://www.euroheat.org validated by market research
2: based on 5-20MW; 6000 FLH/year and CO2 price of 150 €/tonnes
3: Interview results
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3 Energy price, price stability and lack of guarantees;  

Consequences for the company

Financial costs

Revenue loss

Loss of permits

Company has to pay CO2 taxes and 
allowances. 1-20M €/year2

Decrease of 10-90% of  current revenue 
streams as customers require CO2 free 
products3

If cannot meet regulatory standards the 
operating permit is draw back with closure 
as result.



Igniting the clean fuel 
revolution.

RIFT

We are RIFT

Mission
Our mission is to decarbonize district heating, industrial
processes and electricity plants – the Achilles heel of the 
energy transition. 

Goal 
Reducing the global carbon footprint by 1 Gigaton of CO2 in 
2050 by revolutionizing energy intensive industrie1. 

By
To decarbonize these industries, we develop and exploit 
Iron Fuel Technology™. 
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1: Installed capacity 200-300 GW (depending on operational hours) to reduce 1GT. 



CO2 free and circular fuel

This cleantech can be used in situations where other alternatives like 
hydrogen or electrification cannot be used, or in situations in which 
it is simply more competitieve. 

3 main advantages are:

No connection to any type of network is required unlike with 
hydrogen or electrification

Iron Fuel Technology™ will be implementable as it will not 
exceed any permit bounds (CO2 or NOx)

Competitiveness in energy price (€/MWh), price stability and 
supply certainty.

Iron Fuel Technology™

1

2

3
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Introducing a new 
clean alternative to 

fossil fuels

Iron Fuel Technology™



The industries play a 
major role in the 
energy transition

Applications

Market size NL: 17 GW (only industry) 
Market size EU:  300 GW (only industry) 
Market size World-wide: 1,347 GW (only industry) 
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District Heating

Iron Fuel Technology™ is able to supply
hot water for residential, public and
business purposes.

Industrial Processes

Iron fuel can be used to produce
saturated steam (180 to 300°C),
superheated steam (380 to 640°C) and
direct heat without product contact
(100 to 1000°C) making it applicable in
most industries.

Electricity Plants

Iron Fuel Technology™ can be used for
peak-load electricity generation to
provide grid stability in the intermittent
supply of renewable electricity.
Furthermore, it can be used to produce
combined heat and power for the
purpose of industrial processes and
district heating.



In its simplest 
description we rust and 

unrust iron 

How it works

Life cycle emissions including transport 10-5000km, initial production and all indirect CO2 for 
mechanical equipment in boiler and production plant.Page 7

In the boiler we create heat by rusting (burning) 
the iron fuel. This is capatured and transported to
a production location. 

In the production location we convert the rust 
into iron fuel using hydrogen. 

Circular process
Totally circular as it is make from scrap metal, the 
process is circular and the non-usable 
iron fuel can be used as feedstock in various 
industries. 



In its simplest 
description we rust and 

unrust iron 

Beneficial emissions
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Iron fuel result in significant reduction of emissions

CO2 free 
reduction of CO2 emissions enables companies to (i) provide CO2 free 
products or utilities, (ii) sell or bank abundant CO2 emission rights 
(ETS), and (iii) increase production capacity. 

NOx reduction
The reduction of NOx emissions enables companies to (i) meet NOx
permit allowances, (ii) sell NOx permits, and (iii) increase production 
capacity. 

Amount of direct CO2
emissions

Comparison based on each 
ton CO2 formed per MWh

Amount of direct NOx
emissions

Comparison based on each 
kg NOx formed per MWh



Iron Fuel is cheapest fuel to handle due to:

Safety
The iron fuel is completely safe meaning there is no danger 
of explosions, health hazards, or environmental hazards. 

A lot of energy in a volume
The volumetric amount of energy stored in iron fuel is 
high.This allows compact storage of large quantities. 

Energy efficiency
The iron fuel keeps its stored energy without the input of any 
additional energy.

Amount of energy stored 
volumetrically. 

Comparison based on 113m3

(3.6m diameter and 10m high 
silo). 

High energy efficiency 
during storage

The iron fuel keeps its stored 
energy without the input of 

any additional energy.

No Fuss Handeling
Iron Fuel Technology™

makes storage and 
handling easy
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Iron Fuel Technology™
improves the energy 

effectiveness and 
efficiency

Energy Effectivity and Efficiency 
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Iron Fuel Technology™ enables industries to become sustainable which otherwise 
cannot. Therefore, it improves the energy effectivity 

Compared to alternative routes Iron Fuel Technology™ has a high energy efficiency 

Energy efficiency 
comparison

X-Heat X-Power

Based on: electrolyser efficiency of 75%; Iron fuel production efficiency of 85%; Energy efficiency Iron Fuel storage of 99,9%; boiler efficiency of 95%;  
hydrogen liquification energy efficiency of 69%; and compared hydrogen energy efficiency of 88%



Iron Fuel Technology™
is more than 

decarbonization

Benefits for companies
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Supply reliability can be
guaranteed because (i) the initial
iron fuel comes from an existing
market (iron powder market) and
(ii) production and boiler systems
are contractually coupled.

Supply Reliability

The price of Iron Fuel Technology™
is competitive with alternatives.
Reach out for more details on this
area.

Price competitive

Iron Fuel Technology™ is not reliant
on any infrastructure so it can be
implemented in your business as
soon as it is ready for
commercialization (expected to be
in 2025).

The price of iron fuel can remain
stable as supply reliability can be
guaranteed. As a result, price
fluctuations will be limited, and
your financial security can be
assured.

Price stability

Fast implementation

Customer statement

‘’Iron Fuel is not only unique because it can 
be used where other alternatives. It enlarges 

a companies financial heath due to 
competative price, supply reliability, price 

stability’’

EnNatuurlijk 

‘’You can implemented without any struggle 
regarding infrastructure decisions under 

strong competative conditions’’

Veolia 



It will look like
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Customer statement
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The past is our lessons 
learned

History
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Several developments around Iron Fuel Technology™
from 2015 onwards. 

The earliest developments took place within Eindhoven 
University of Technology (TU/e) and within student team 
SOLID. 

RIFT was established to accelerate the introduction of 
Iron Fuel Technology™ to the market in collaboration 
with end users and suppliers by integrating, among other 
things, the KPI’s of the end user and value chain. 

2015: Idea First Raised at ESA
The idea was raised by Canadian professor of McHill University 

2017: First Iron Flame
TU/e & SOLID, created the fist flames in the lab 

2018: Proof of Principle (TRL 2- Lab Scale)
SOLID, demonstrated the lab proof of principle showing the 
principles to work

2019: Proof of Principle (Lab Scale)
TU/E, first proof of principle in the lab showing the reaction 
worked

2020: Proof of Principle (TRL 2 - Industrial Scale)
Metal Power Consortium1, demonstrated the principles to work 
on 100kW scale. Demonstrated for two days at Bavaria brewery. 

2020: Foundation RIFT
RIFT was founded by three old members of SOLID. To focus on 
development to commercialization.

2021: Proof of Principle in Different Reactors
MEC Consortium2, the principles were demonstrated in three 
different reactors on small scale. 

1: Metal Power Consortium: TU/e, student team SOLID, EmGroup, Heat-power, Metalot and Romico
financed by Province of Noord-Brabant
2: MEC Consortium: TU/e, student team SOLID, RISE, Pometon, Shell, RIFT , Metalot and EmGroup
financed by Province of Noord-Brabant



The past is our lessons 
learned

State of Art
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20kW iron fuel production
and 1MW iron fuel boiler
connected to the district
heating network of
EnNatuurlijk by RIFT.

Technology Status

TRL4

KPI’s of beachhead market
are clean, customer co-
development establised
and 225MW of LOI’s to RIFT
(revenue value of €350M)

Customer status

External validated theoretical
business case for the Iron Fuel
Technology™.

Bussiness case

Development plan made
backed by investors,
suppliers and end-users

Development plan

225 MW







Getting closer one step 
at the time

Where We’re Going
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Currently, Iron Fuel Technology™ has been demonstrated 
at TRL 4. All the basic principles have been practically 
verified. This system is connected to EnNatuurlijk’s
district heating network in Helmond and will offer CO2
free heat to 500 residents in the town. 

The next two steps, prototype and demo, will focus on 
tackling remaining technical challenges and optimizing 
the 1MW boiler. In these two projects we continue to 
offer CO2 free heat to Helmond’s residents. 

In 2024, a 5 MW boiler will serve as a pilot and be used 
to optimize O&M in which our strong partnership with 
Veolia is vital. 

In 2025 Iron Fuel Technology™ will be ready for 
implementation around the world.

2022: Proof of Concept (TRL 4)
RIFT has realized an iron fuel boiler and production system which have 
practically demonstrated all critical elements of the Iron Fuel 
Technology™.

2023: Prototype (TRL 5)
Tackling technical challenges in our 1 MW boiler and 50kW iron fuel 
production system.

2023: Demo (TRL 7)
Realizing technical optimizations in 1 MW boiler and 200kW iron fuel 
production system.

2024: Pilot (TRL 9)
RIFT will realize a 5 MW pilot at Veolia’s plant on IPKW (Arnhem). The 
focus will be on optimizations in operations and maintenance of the 
systems

2025: Commercial Roll-Out
Iron Fuel Technology™ has met all customer demands and is ready to 
be installed at your company.



We make a small 
impact now but a hugh

impact in the future

Impact
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Writen intrest & NDA

Letter of Intent

Project Development Agreement
Break out fee: €5k step 4

Go no-go decision
breakout fee €50k step 5 

Sale contract 

Now: 100 t/year
2030: 780 kT/year 
2050: 1 GT/year 

CO2 reduction yearly

CO2 NOx

Now: 53 kg/year
2030: 405 t/year 
2050: 525 kt/year 

NOx reduction yearly

1: Compared to natural gas the cleanest fossil fuel. The impact increases by 1.5-2 times with other fuels.

Now: 15
2030: 1,500 

2050: 1,800,000

Employment 
Now: 3M €

2030: 670M € 
2050: 725B €

Yearly market value



Igniting the clean fuel revolution

Are you with us?


